Akkadian Unified Communications Solutions™
Simple. Seamless. Unified.

PRODUCT INFOSHEET

Akkadian
Site Builder™

Streamline CUCM
Site Deployment
Akkadian Site Builder solves the problem of lengthy, complex site
setups for Cisco Unified Communications Manager (CUCM). Site
deployment may not be a frequent occurrence, but it’s important
to be consistent. Our wizard-driven interface enables you to:
 Configure CUCM quickly and avoid rebuilding preferences
every time you add a new location
 Easily templatize and replicate dial plan configurations in CUCM
without having to reinvent your standard configuration every time
 Consistently set-up CUCM new sites by building once
and easily replicating configurations for later use

Deploy CUCM Sites
in Minutes
Implement all your Day 1
dial plan configurations with
just a few clicks:






Device pools
Partitions
CSS
Route patterns
And more

Use Cases
 Opening new office
locations, retail sites,
branches, etc.

 Enable non-expert set-up and eliminate the need
for complex CUCM configuration skill sets

 Aligning existing sites that
might have inconsistent
configurations

 Enforce standards regardless of who is doing the
site deployment

 Converting aging systems

Site Builder takes a process that is complex and maybe not done very often
and makes it simple and repeatable. Job done.
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Key Features
Re-usable Templates

Customizable Templates

Save a standard configuration template to re-

Copy and tweak configuration templates

use when deploying new sites

Minimal Data Input

Multiple Configuration Templates

Deploy sites with few data input requirements

Enable different types of deployments

Pre-Canned Templates

Importable/Exportable Templates

Set a starting point for your custom

Use with different CUCM instances

configuration

System Requirements
Deploys as a self-contained virtual appliance

Our Product Suite
Akkadian Provisioning Manager

 VMWare ESXi 5.x+
 2vCPU, 8GB vMem, 80GB vDisk
 CUCM version 10.5+

Akkadian Site Builder
Akkadian Contact Manager
Akkadian Console

Build once and replicate.
Want to learn more?

Schedule a Demo
Contact Us

ABOUT US
Collaboration, an increasingly fundamental characteristic of successful
businesses, is often overlooked. Creating software that helps people
collaborate is our focus. We offer software products and solutions that
integrate Unified Communications environments as well as other business
focused enterprise applications.
Technology is complex. We make it simple.
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Contact Us to Learn More About Our Software Products
sales@akkadianlabs.com | www.akkadianlabs.com | 1-800-818-4128
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